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ABSTRACT
In the last decade, a huge volume of data has been created every
day. There are many sources where this information comes from,
among them, it is possible to cite: financial transnational records,
internet banking, call centers, ATMs, sensors, among others. As
the amount of data is increasingly really quickly and the impor-
tance of the information inside the big data is crucial to the world,
new tools and technologies are appearing to support the use and the
manipulation of big amounts of data. This paper presents a compar-
ative analysis of two data models, a multidimensional data model
(Data Warehouse) and a non-relational data model, also known as
NoSQL, in order to show their efficiency about insert and query the
data in a context of big volumes of data
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1. INTRODUCTION
Information is a hidden treasure in an amount of data. In almost
all cores of the real world, it is necessary a huge amount of data
to obtaining relevant information. Not long ago, according to Al-
liance [1], data collecting requires patterns for hundreds of years
to discover any rain pattern. It means to take a sit on the road and
take notes about the traffic’s speed to plan the transport network.
Involved in collecting thousands of medical handwritten notes to
check how the diseases work and how to heal them. However, to-
day the data is being generated by sensors present in millions of
devices, vehicles, machines, and even in street poles. There are
many sources of information, such as messages, updates, and im-
ages posted to social networks; readings from sensors; GPS sig-
nals from cell phones; financial transactions records, and more [2].

According to Gantz and Reinsel [3] the estimated volume of data
generated in the world was 1.8 zettabytes what means about 1021
bytes, and this number tends to double every two years. According
to Wang et al. [4] the world generates 2.5 Quintilian of data daily.
Making a simple comparison, throughout 1992, the global internet
traffic was 100 Gigabytes per day [5]. All this volume of data, com-
ing from a variety of sources and in high velocity is a phenomenon
called Big Data.
The management of great volumes of data is transforming many
areas of society, for example, healthcare, science, engineering, fi-
nance, business, among others because of the new possibilities that
its analysis is creating [6]. The information inside this big amount
of data is really important and many tools have been developed to
analyze this data. According to Sagiroglu [7] the process of inves-
tigating a big quantity of data to reveal hidden patterns and secret
correlations is called “big data analytics”. This information is re-
ally useful because promotes rich and deep insights which leads to
important knowledge.
The internet is a huge repository with many unstructured textual in-
formation [8]. The traditional relational model is no longer proper
to work with big data because it does not have enough flexibility to
store huge volumes of data and manipulate unstructured data [9].
Han et al. [10] show some limitations of this model such as slow
writing and reading with the risk of dead-locks and parallel prob-
lems, limited capacity to work with social network services, and the
technical problems about expanding the number of relationships in
databases with many tables. Therefore, there are important solu-
tions that have high flexibility, performance, support any kind of
data and good storage [11]. Considering these characteristics, the
use of different data models from the relational model has been
studied in order to get tools that support issues about work with big
volumes of data. There are some technologies to manipulate and
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analyze a big quantity of data, among them, there are the multidi-
mensional model and the non-relational model.
Multidimensional modeling is the technique to model the database
to aid queries in a Data Warehouse (DW), which is a database pro-
jected to queries and analysis of a big volume of data instead of
the transaction processing (Lane and Schupmann [12]). The non-
relational model can be more adequate to solve problems as treat-
ment of big volumes of data, executions of queries with low latency,
and flexible models, as documents in Extensible Markup Language
(XML) or JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format. A trend to
solve many problems and challenges generated by the big data con-
text is the NoSQL (not only SQL) movement (Vieira et al. [13]).
The main aim of this paper is to make a comparative analysis be-
tween the multidimensional model (Data Warehouse) and the non
relational model. This article aim to discover which solution works
better in the context of big volume of data obtained from sales op-
erations. There were analyzed some metrics, such as: storage, flex-
ibility and performance. In this paper was utilized a huge volume
of XML documents with data from some market sales operation.

2. DATA MODELS
According to Liu et al [14] a Database Management System
(DBMS) is a collection of data not related and a set of software to
access these data. The collection of data has relevant information
for the company. The main aim of the DBMS is to offer a solution
to store and get information from the database in a convenient and
efficient way.
A data model has a description of the data hiding many low-level
details of the storage. It means that the model describes the types
of information that are stored in the database. In summary, a data
model is a collection of conceptual tools to describe the data. There
are several data models [15], among them are:

—The relational model for database management is an approach
to managing data using a consistent structure and language with
first-order predicate logic where all data is represented in terms
of tuples, grouped into relations.

—The multidimensional model is an integral part of the On-Line
Analytical Processing (OLAP). It is projected to solve complex
queries in real-time. The relational implementation of the multi-
dimensional model is usually the star scheme, whereby conver-
sion organizes the data in the dimensions and fact tables. This
data model will be better detailed in a further Section.

—The non-relational model is a database that does not incorporate
the traditional relational model. This kind of model is scheme
free, promoting high availability and scalability. This data model
will be better detailed in a further Section.

2.1 Multidimensional Model
The multidimensional model clarifies the understanding and visu-
alization of typical problems in decision support, and it is more in-
tuitive to analytically process. According to Pedersen [16] the focus
in the multidimensional model is a collection of numeric business
measures. Each measure depends on a set of dimensions. Each row
in the dimension tables can describe many registers in the fact ta-
ble. Kimball et all [17] says that a multidimensional model is made
by a central table (fact table) and a set of other tables intercon-
nected (dimension tables). The fact table is metaphorically seen as
a cube because all the dimensions coexistent for all points in the
cube and they are all independents. A fact table has measurements
of the business or records events [18].

The Data Warehouse (DW) is a tool used to store a huge quantity
of data, usually from transitional systems. The main aim of the DW
is helping the user to query the data stored in the DW to take deci-
sions. The content in the DW must be flexible, consistent, and safe.
Data warehouse organizes and stores the data needed for informa-
tional, analytical processing over a long historical time perspective
[19]. According to Immon [20] a DW is a collection of oriented data
to topics, integrated, non-volatile, and varying in time. There is a
tool for queries in multidimensional databases with a set of appli-
cations called OLAP (on-Line Analytical Process) which is char-
acterized by dynamic multi-dimensional analysis of consolidated
enterprise data supporting user analytical [21]. The OLAP and the
DW work together because of the DW stores the information in an
efficient way the OLAP should get them efficiently. Some OLAP
tools have the capacity to manipulate and analyses big volumes of
data under many perspectives. These tools enable managers to have
different visions of the same data set [22].

2.2 DW and OLAP
Data warehousing is the integration process to corporative data
from some company in a single repository. This is a supportive
environment to support decisions that handle data stored in sev-
eral sources, organize them, and give the analysis to the decision-
makers. This is the technology to manage and execution of analysis
over the data.
The OLAP tool enables analysts, managers, and executives to have
quick, consistent, and interactive access to a huge variety of pos-
sible views of the information. With an OLAP tool, there are pos-
sible answer questions such as: who are the 10 worse sellers from
the branch X, what is the average salary of the its employees in the
company, what is the volume of sales of the product Y in branch
Z. Beyond these characteristics before cited, there are differences
in the type of application that is used for each tool. Transactional
system applications, web services, and client-server use OLTP (On-
line Transaction Processing). Managers, executives, and data sci-
entists usually use OLAP. According to DataOnFocus [23], OLAP
and OLTP are distinct in the use of the database. OLAP is more fo-
cused on the analytical process and generates complex graphs and
reports. OLTP focus on an optimized transactional system, support-
ing a huge quantity of changes in the data and more simple reports.

2.3 Non relational Model
According to Han et al. [10] the continuous development of cloud
computing and the internet, bring a need for databases that can sup-
port: high concurrence in reading and write with low latency, effi-
cient storage to big volumes of data, high scalability, and availabil-
ity and low operational cost. In agreement with Brito [24] because
of these needs began to emerge databases that can supply this de-
mand. Thinking about this, the projectionist of databases start to
develop storage strategies that can be free from some rules from
the relational model. Brito [24] says that the term NoSQL (not only
SQL) was used to represent solutions where the relational model
was not more adequate. According to Cattell [25] the main charac-
teristics of the NoSQL database is the high performance of parallel
storage on a big scale.
MapReduce is the main paradigm used in NoSQL databases. Ac-
cording to Vieira [13] it was initially proposed to simplify the pro-
cessing of big volumes of data in parallel and distributed architec-
ture, as clusters, for example. The main aim of MapReduce is to
make transparent the distribution details of the data and balance the
charge, allowing the programmer to focus only on the treatment of
the data. According to Corporation [26], MapReduce is a program-
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ming paradigm that allows the processing of big volumes of data.
The MapReduce is the union of two different tasks the map and
the reduce. The map convert the set of data into another set where
the individual’s elements are divided into tuples (Key/Value). The
reduce has as input and output the combination of tuples that come
from the map in a smaller set of tuples.
According to Vieira et al. [13], due to the consistency of the model
in the traditional DBMS be strongly related to transactional control
ACID, a huge increase of data is unfeasible. As NoSQL databases
and their process are distributed in several nodes, this transactional
control is practically impractical. The CAP (Consistency, Avail-
ability and Partition tolerance) theorem ([27]), says that there are
three properties that are important to the NoSQL database: Consis-
tency means that all users can see the update operations that was
made by someone in the database, availability of the system even
in failures situations. Partition is related to the system’s continuing
to work even if a node presents a failure. The CAP theorem says
that is not possible to get all the tree objectives simultaneously, and
hence one of the properties must be despised. Following this the-
orem, the NoSQL databases use the BASE (Basically Available,
Soft-state, Eventual Consistency) paradigm to control the consis-
tency. According to Strauch et al. [28], the BASE proprieties work
as an application that works full time (basically available), do not
must be consistent all the time (soft-state), but will eventually in a
known state (eventual consistency). This property allows that the
date is distributed in different repositories.
There are four main categories of NoSQL databases according to
Moniruzzaman and Hossain [29]:

—Key-Value - This model represents the database as a hash ta-
ble and it is composed of unique keys. This model has easy im-
plementation and so allows the data to be accessed quickly by
its key, especially in a system that has high scalability. This ap-
proach is recommended when it is necessary to access many data
where this data can vary from register to register. This model is
receiving increased attention from the research community in an
effort to improve their performance and scalability [30].

—Columns - In this model, the data are indexed in a triple (line,
column, and timestamp), where lines and columns are identified
by keys and timestamp allows differentiate multiple versions of
the same data. In this category, there is the column family, which
is used to group the columns which store the same type of data.
In this model, the main characteristics are persistence, data par-
titioning, and strong consistency. Reading a subset of a tables
columns becomes faster, at the potential expense of excessive
disk-head seeking from column to column for scattered reads or
updates [31].

—Documents - According to Brito [24], in this model the docu-
ments are basic units of storage and do not necessarily use any
type of predefined structure, as tables in the relational model. A
document is an object which has a unique identifier that consists
of certain fields. This document is in JSON (Javascript Object
Notation) format.

—Graphs - This model has basically three components: the nodes
(vertices in the graph), the relationships (the edges), and the
properties (attributes) of the nodes and relationships according
to Nayak et al [32]. Each node can be connected by more than
one edge. The information is classified and stored as entities,
as the relationships are established by connections. This model
is flexible and can be expanded through many machines. This
model has the advantage to perform complex queries. This kind
of model is recommended for real-time applications due to its
good performance in queries, mainly with social network data.

There are many NoSQL Databases. As an example it is possible
to cite: MongoDB [33], Dynamo [34], Voldemort [35], Cassan-
dra [36], Memcached [37], HBase [38] etc. The software library
Apache Hadoop is a framework that allows the distributed process-
ing of a big volume of data through cluster computing. The Hadoop
project includes 4 modules, they are: Hadoop Common, Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS) [39], Hadoop Yarn, and Hadoop
MapReduce. The HBase is a distributed and scalable database to
store big volumes of data. This is a database-oriented to columns
where the columns are grouped in column families and stored to-
gether on the disk. Also, it is used to aleatory access to read and
write in the application’s data. The goal of this project is to store
very big tables - billions of lines for million of columns - under
a cluster. The HBase offer distributed storage of the data for the
Hadoop. The Hive [40] is the Hadoop Data Warehouse structure
that provides data summarization and ad-hoc queries. It eases the
read, writes, and manipulation of big sets of data, in a distributed
architecture using SQL, allowing tasks for example Extraction,
Transformation and Load (ETL), reports, and data analysis.

3. METHODOLOGY
In this Section is described the development process of the two
models which will be compared.

3.1 Data Selection
This paper used data obtained from sales operations, more specif-
ically, data from purchase and sale operations in the metropolitan
region of a city in the northeast region of Brazil. These operation
data initially are in XML format. The Figure 1 shows part of one
of this operation data in XML format. A total of about 3.000.000
operation data in XML format were used in this study. In the first at-
tempt to manipulate the data, the XML files were transformed into
structured data, to a relational DBMS. The machine used for this
task was a standard computer (with a 2.2GHz Intel Core i5 CPU,
16 GB RAM, and 750 GB hard disk).

Fig. 1: Streetch of the invoice in XML format

In order to make this manipulation in the data, was used a script
written in Python language [41]. The data information about the
sellers, costumers, address of the seller, information related to
transportation, volume of product, taxes, market segment, product
segment and others. In the end of the transformation process were
created in MySQL the following tables: cnae, destinatario, emi-
tente, emitente distancia destinatario, imposto, imposto item nf,
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Table 1. : Records and attributes to each table in the relational database

Table Records Attributes
cnae 1.329 11
destinatario 139.468 23
emitente 120 24
emitente distancia destinatario 170.279 5
imposto 4.415.338 13
imposto item nf 14.509.220 4
item nf 2.901.844 28
municipio 5.570 5
ncm 12.498 5
nfe 686.580 33
produto 171.105 7
similaridade 24.568 8
tipo imposto 5 2
tipo produto 3132 2
totais 686.651 17
transporte 2681 11
volume 686.651 8

municipio, ncm, nfe, item nf,produto, similaridade, tipo imposto,
tipo produto, totais, transporte and volume. Some of this table have
a big number of columns like the table nfe that has 33 columns.
Other have a large number of register as the table imposto item nf
with more than 14 millions of registers. The Table 1 shows the
quantity of records (lines) and attributes (columns) in each table
of the relational database.

3.2 Generation and Load in Data Warehouse
After create the relational model starts the phase of ETL (extrac-
tion, transformation and load) in the DW. For this was created the
dimensions tables and the fact table according to the star struc-
ture model [42]. The following dimensions were created: dim data
(with data about time), dim destinatario (with data about the cos-
tumers), dim emitente (with data about the sellers), dim produto
(with data about the products), dim segmento empresa (with data
about the company segment), dim segmento produto (with the
data about the product segment), dim dest localidade (with data
about the locality of the costumer) and dim emit localidade (with
data about the locality of the seller). The fact table created was
fato volumoe vendas to see the volume of sells.
In order to insert the data in the DW tables were used the software
Pentaho Data Integration (PDI)1. This software is responsible to
migrate data between applications, export data from databases, and
cleaning. The process of load in the Pentaho is through the creation
and transformation of data. These transformations are archives
where are defined records inserted in the dimension table. A trans-
formation is a set of interconnected steps that contain the sources of
input and output of the data. Table 2 shows the times to the creation
and the total numbers of registers to each dimension.
After load, the 8 dimensions start the process to load the table fact.
The steps evolved in the table fact are: table input (select the in-
formation in the operational base), database lockup (create the re-
lations between the primary keys and the keys of the dimension),
remove values (remove the primary keys of the operational base,
memory group by (group values of the dimensions keys) and ta-
ble output (insert the data in the table fact). However, because the
computational resources are available, it was not possible to make

1Pentaho is available in http://www.pentaho.com/

Table 2. : Table with the consumed time and total of registers for each di-
mension

Dimension Execution time Registers
dim segmento empresa 4.3s 1.330
dim segmento produto 1min 9s 12.499
dim produto 2h 22min 171.106
dim emitente 0.3s 121
dim emitente localidade 0.1s 121
dim destinatario 2h 50min 42s 139.469
dim dest localidade 1min 1s 139.149
Total 5h 15min 6s 464.115

the load of the fact using the PDI. It was noticed that when the
number of rows gets 100.000 lines the PDI runs out of memory and
crashed. The first idea was to allocate more memory to the Pentaho.
However, after 111 hours of execution the machine reboot by itself.
Table 3 shows details about PDI just before the system reboot.
The other two attempts were tried. The same scheme in a machine
with more resources, but it did not work as well. Another attempt
was to parallel the steps of the transformation. However, after 120
hours of execution the machine reboot by itself once again. There-
fore the solution that worked did not use the PDI to load the table
fact because the computational resources were not compatible with
the problem. The step table output was created manually in the op-
erational base and the result imported from a .csv file. The time to
execute the selection was 11 minutes and 59 seconds. The tool used
to do this process was the SQLyog.
This file has 2.901.844 lines. The next step was to load the table
fact. The load of the .csv in the fact table took 38min 1s. The to-
tal time of the creation of the DW was 6 hours, 5 minutes, and 6
seconds.

3.3 Generation and Load in NoSql Database
The software used was HBase, which is the database from the
framework Hadoop. The first step is to install the Hadoop. The
generation and load were made in the Xubuntu system running in a
virtual machine through the software VMWare Workstation. After
the Hadoop was installed the database HBase was installed as well.
Sqoop is a tool in the Hadoop used to import data between struc-
tured database and Hadoop. The import process using the Sqoop
tool worked well for a while, but when the table with many records
would be imported, the tool could not do the task. The Sqoop was
used to import the data from these tables: cnae, destinatario, emi-
tente, municipio, emitente distancia destinatario and ncm. In order
to import the others, tables were used the ImportTsv which is a util-
ity of the HBase to load data in TSV2 in the database. To use this
tool was the need that the data was in a file with TSV format, to
be inserted in the HDFS, and finally, be inserted in the HBase. The
steps involved in the import of the table in the relational database
to the Hbase are export the data from the relational model to a TSV
file through a SQL, insert the TSV file in the HDFS, and finally,
execute the command to import the file that is in the HDFS in the
HBase. Table 4 shows the consumed time of each import of table
in the HBase.

2This is a format where each register is a line and each register in this line
is separated by a tab space
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Table 3. : Second attempt to load the table fact

Step Name Read Written Input Status Time Speed
(r/s)

General Select 0 2901844 2901844 Finished 14h 51m 58s 54
dim emitente 2901844 2901844 2901844 Finished 14h 51m 58s 54

dim destinatario 2386894 2386893 2386893 Running 110h 55m 57s 6
dim segmento 2386893 2386893 2386893 Running 110h 55m 57s 6
dim produto 2386894 2386893 2386893 Running 110h 55m 57s 6

dim des localidae 1174851 1174851 1174851 Running 110h 55m 57s 3
dim emit localidae 1174851 1174851 1174851 Running 110h 55m 57s 3

dim tempo 1174851 1174851 1174851 Running 110h 55m 57s 3
Remove values 1174851 1174851 1174851 Running 110h 55m 57s 3

Memory group by 1174851 0 0 Running 110h 55m 57s 3
Table outputs 0 0 0 Running 110h 55m 57s 0

Table 4. : Consumed time of each import of tables in the HBase

Table Import time
imposto item nf 1h 17min 27s
imposto 37min 55s
emitente distancia destinatario 44s
emitente 36s
destinatario 1min 34s
cnae 55s
ncm 1min 5s
item nf 2h 24min
nfe 1h 16min 12s
municipio 1min 1s
tipo produto 6s
produto 24s
Total 5h 41min e 57s

4. RESULTS
In this paper, the multidimensional model and the non-relational
model are compared about their efficiency in two different features,
performance in queries and loading. The HBase is a non-relational
database-oriented to columns. On this, only one table by time can
be read in this database. However, the Hive promotes a Data Ware-
house structure that can be used to execute queries in the HBase
through the Hive HBase Integration.
To make the consults in the multidimensional model was used the
OLAP Saiku.
The first query in the two models was the total amount of sales
and the displacement time of the customer, grouped by companies,
month, and year. The second query was the total amount of sales,
units sold and the displacement of the customer separated by year.
The third query was the total amount of units sold, grouped by the
companies segment which sold the product separated by the year.
The data in the queries are the same in the two models. However,
the consumed time in the multidimensional model was smaller than
in the Hbase. Also, the number of lines was much smaller in the
DW than in the non-relational model. This happens because the
OLAP groups the information on many levels in such a way that
the number of lines returned reduce, optimizing the query result.
Table 4 shows the time consumed and the total number of lines for
each one of the tree queries previously described. Figure 2 allows a
more intuitive comparison of the information presented in Table 5.
Along all the process it is clear many differences between the two
models. The differences are related to the behavior of the software
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Fig. 2: Comparison between the consumed time in the queries for the two
studied models

in relationship to the use, structure, limitations, data import and
speed of the queries. Figure 3 show the import times in these two
models.
According to the graphics present in Figure 2 and Figure 3 it is
possible to see that in relation to the data import the performance
of the DW was not so good, being 7% less efficient than the non-
relational model. However, in relationship to the queries, the mul-
tidimensional model had a better performance, using only 36% of
the time used in the Hbase. The weak point in the DW was im-
ported the fact table because the operational base has tables with
more than 14 million lines as imposto item nf. In relation to the
queries, it was noticed that the non-relational model is not so ad-
equate when using many joins between the tables. About storage,
the two models are similar in performance. Regarding flexibility, it
was observed that the HBase was better. It is due to fact that the
HBase is a non-relational database, oriented to columns, that re-
ceived a big amount of structured data adapting them in a column
structure and through the Hive integrate this data and make join in
the tables.
There are two important points in this comparison. Although the
multidimensional model had a good performance in the queries,
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Table 5. : Summary of consumed time and total of lines returned in each query for the two models

Model Query 1 Query 2 Query 3
Lines Time Lines Time Lines Time

Multidimensional 222 2min 9s 110 1min 6s 1940 1min 32s
Non relational 441.912 5min 58s 441.498 3min 36s 256.832 3min 45s
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the OLAP tool could not process the queries evolving many di-
mension tables with a great volume of data, as dim produto and
dim destinatario. At the moment that the queries were running the
tool lost the connection with the database and could not finish the
process. In relation to the HBase, it runs in the Hadoop framework,
which means that the process can be distributed. Also, the frame-
work is very flexible to configure many items, for example, change
physical or virtual memory, adding a node in the cluster, and oth-
ers. The Hadoop framework is very complete and has a lot of tools
that can help a lot of the user.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper was realized a study looking to comparing two differ-
ent data models in the context of a big volume of data. In order to
make this comparison was used the Data Warehouse with the mul-
tidimensional model and the NoSql database-oriented to the col-
umn with the non-relational model. The Hbase was selected as the
NoSQL database because it was a model oriented to columns which
allow access to just one column (and not all set) with many lines
at the same time, it is one of the main open-source NoSQL sys-
tems and aleatory access of reading and writing in real-time using
commodity hardware.
With relation to the difficulties in the experiment, the fact table took
almost 300 hours to be loaded (summed all attempts to load it).
The Hadoop was installed in Xubuntu 14 because it was presenting
technical problems to be installed in Windows 10. The standard
tool to import the data from the relational database to the Hbase
was the Scoop. However, the system always runs out of memory
when the table which was being imported had more than 600.000
lines. Therefore, was used the Hadoop tool ImportTsv.

Finally, work with big volumes of data is not trivial, it requires a
lot of studies to choose the best approach to the problem. It was
observed that the Hbase did not have a so good performance with
the queries. The point is that the fact table in the multidimensional
model, where all the quantitative data is already there, make the
queries much faster. In the non-relational model oriented to the col-
umn, the joins always need to be connected in two big tables (nfe
and item nf ), and in each query that seeks the total amount of sales
or units sold it is necessary to make a sum operation for each one,
reducing the performance of the query. Besides that, the Hbase is an
architecture to the distributed system, so if the experiment was con-
ducted in many nodes in a cluster instead of a single machine the
performance of the non-relational model probably could be better.
Therefore, in this context, where data obtained from sales opera-
tions were transformed from XML to structured data, the multidi-
mensional model was superior to the non-relational model, this is
due to the fact that this kind of experiment was required a huge
quantity of complex queries and analysis of routine data.
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